
Chapters 9 & 10 

Oh, No, One More! 
Master Librarians 



Common Core Standards 
•  2.1.3.3  I can describe how characters in a 

story respond to major events and challenges 

•  2.3.1.4  I know spelling-sound 
correspondences for additional common 
vowel teams and r-controlled vowels. 

•  2.1.5.5 I can describe the overall structure of 
a story, including how the beginning 
introduces the story and the ending 
concludes the action 



Prereading Activities 



R-controlled Syllables 

•  A single vowel followed by an “r” 
– Makes a special sound, not long or short 

•  word  
•  swir-ling 
•  spar-kle 
•  bat-tered 
•  hur-ry 
•  dark-ness 



shi-ver means to shake because 
you are cold or afraid 



 to take a jour-ney means  
to take a trip, often a long trip 



un-scram-ble means to not 
scramble  

   k  --  c  --  J  --  a  
When I unscramble these letters, I can spell: 

Jack 

m  --   g  --  i  --  a  -- c 
What can you spell when you unscramble 

these letters?    



“I suc-cee-ded” means “I did it!” 



Unscramble these words and phrases to create “wh”  
questions. Then answer them with your partner.  

(Think, pair, share) 

Where  --  Jack and Annie’s favorite place  -- 
?  --  is 

didn’t --  ?   --  Why  -- the tree house 
---   take Jack and Annie home right away 

?  -- the letters   --  will see  -- Who  -- 
on Jack and Annie’s new Master Librarian 

cards 



Match the problems, or challenges, Jack and Annie faced 
on the left with their responses, or solutions on the left.   

(Adult can use cardstock to create problem cards in one color and solution cards in another. Have 
students work together to match the problems with the solutions and then put them in the order in 

which they occurred using cards that say: “First, Second, Third, Next, Then, and Finally)  

   Problems       Solutions 

A. Jack and Annie need warm clothes and   1.  Jack and Annie  solve another  
 shelter to stay alive in the Arctic.          riddle.      

B. Jack and Annie did not know the answer   2.   The mother polar bear shows Jack 
     to Morgan’s riddle.            and Annie how to move on thin ice. 

C.  Jack and Annie become trapped on thin   3.   A seal hunter gives them warm       
ice.             clothes and takes them to his igloo. 

D.  Jack and Annie are alone with the mother  4.  The polar bear mask helps Jack 
polar bear and her cubs.          and Annie feel brave and is the an
              answer to Morgan’s riddle.    

E.  The tree house will not take Jack and   5.  Jack and Annie travel to the Arctic 
Annie home.           in their pajamas to look for the 
                      answer to Morgan’s riddle. 



Key: Students read aloud their sequential problem and solution cards 
with the sequencing words below in order to create a summary of the 

book. (Having problems and solutions on cardstock for students to 
move around works best. 

•  First, (read B and 5) 
•  Second, (read  A and 3) 
•  Third, ( read C and 2) 
•  Next, (read D and 4) 
•  Then, ( read E and 1) 
•  Finally, Morgan makes Jack and Annie 
   Master Librarians and tells them they will 

go on more journeys. 



Making predictions that are 
supported by story events. 

•  What makes the scrolls so important? 

•  Mary Pope Osborne often writes her books as groups of 4. 
How do you know this is the fourth book in this group? 

•  Who was in the tree house when Jack and Annie returned to 
Frog Creek? 

•  What do you think will happen in the next four books? Why? 
  (What happened in this story to support your prediction?) 

•   What type of people do you think they will meet on their 
     future journeys?  


